FILM INFORMATION

Big Girls Don't Cry (Australia, 2004)
Director: Writer - Natasha Belling
Producer: Director, Screen - Damien Mullany
Distributor: Director, Screen - Priscilla Collins

Kahlan
Woven from rural Australia with the voice of a singer who lost her voice to the disease of end-stage renal failure in rural and remote indigenous communities. We meet these women who live with the disease and speak with the medical community about its prevalance and effect.

Deepen Desires (JR, 40, 2004)
Director: Writer - Jesus Caballero
Producer: Director, Screen - Joaquin Espinosa
Distributor: Director, Screen - Ruben Merino

Kahlan is a young woman suffering from end-stage renal disease. As a member of the Australian Indigenous community, she is fighting for her life and the future of her children, who are also affected by the disease. Through her story, Kahlan raises awareness and encourages support for those living with end-stage renal disease.

Dreams From Hell (Canada, 2005)
Director: Writer - Jeff Moraes
Producer: Director, Screen - Ben Peterson
Distributor: Director, Screen - Adrian Kofman

This film explores the raw, unfiltered experiences of individuals fighting against the disease of end-stage renal failure. Through their stories, we gain a deeper understanding of the challenges they face and the importance of support and community.

From the country comes a selection of films that highlight the environmental and social issues faced by indigenous communities around Australia.

Honeys From Hell (Canada, 2005)
Director: Writer - Jeff Moraes
Producer: Director, Screen - Ben Peterson
Distributor: Director, Screen - Adrian Kofman

The film features a variety of stories, including the struggle of a woman to survive cancer, the fight to protect the environment, and the challenges faced by indigenous communities. Through these stories, we are reminded of the importance of support and community.

SCIENCE 2004 SPECIAL GUEST

Canadian multimedia artist Peter McLean shares with us his stories as SCIONMA's special guest. The film presents his work in Science, Education, Science, and Technology.
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Australian filmmaker Peter McLean shares with us his stories as SCIONMA's special guest. The film presents his work in Science, Education, Science, and Technology.

From the country comes a selection of films that highlight the environmental and social issues faced by indigenous communities around Australia.

The film features a variety of stories, including the struggle of a woman to survive cancer, the fight to protect the environment, and the challenges faced by indigenous communities. Through these stories, we are reminded of the importance of support and community.

Looking back at what got us thinking about the world around us, influences each see felt growing up are different and individual. Our parents, our families, our teachers. But there are some figures that are common in our lives, and they come into our lounge rooms of an afternoon, and stay with us for a lifetime. The film presents a selection of stories from around the world, each with a unique perspective on our environment and our future.
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SCIENCE 2004 SPECIAL EVENT

KIDS ON THE BOX SCIENCE 2004 SPECIAL EVENT

Canadian multimedia artist Peter McLean shares with us his stories as SCIONMA's special guest. The film presents his work in Science, Education, Science, and Technology.
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